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“Changing eating habits, particularly bread being eaten on
fewer occasions, has had an impact on sales of butter and

spreads. Butter has benefitted from interest in natural and
less processed products and received a recent boost from

higher retail prices, but encouraging new uses will be
important in driving future growth.”

– Richard Caines, Senior Food & Drink Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:

• Range of health angles for brands to tap into in yellow fats and oils
• Scope for tackling declining usage with new promotions
• Opportunities for adding consumer value in butter, spreads and oils

Falling sales of spreads is the main reason for the decline in total sales in the yellow fats and edible oils
market. While increases in the price of butter and olive oil have provided a recent boost to the market
value, driving new uses for products will be important for future growth.

Sales of butter and spreads have suffered from a decline in the eating of host foods, particularly bread
that is being eaten on fewer occasions. Butter though has benefitted from a desire for more natural and
less processed products. This has led brands in spreads to promote benefits such as being dairy-free,
free from artificial ingredients and having added vitamins in order to try and fight back.

In edible oils, speciality oils have been seeing an increase in sales, including coconut and cold-pressed
rapeseed oils, while avocado oil is also being seen in more oils and spreads. Cooking oil sprays are
tapping into health and convenience trends, but can also be more cost effective in cooking. Such
formats, as well as more premium and infused oils, offer scope for increasing sales.
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Flora seen as most healthy brand
Figure 36: Brand personality – Micro image, July 2017

Brand analysis

Lurpak has the strongest reputation for quality
Figure 37: User profile of Lurpak, July 2017

Anchor stands for consistent quality but seen as less innovative
Figure 38: User profile of Anchor, July 2017

Flora has strong association with health and wellbeing
Figure 39: User profile of Flora, July 2017
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Bertolli has scope to increase usage through focus on health
Figure 40: User profile of Bertolli, July 2017

Clover lacks standout in yellow fats market
Figure 41: User profile of Clover, July 2017

More than nine in 10 buy butter and spreads

Nearly eight in 10 buy edible oils

Being spreadable and favourite taste most important

Less frying and buying of bread hitting sales

Meeting demand for versatility in edible oils

Three in 10 would pay more to support British farmers

Details of regional origin can increase appeal

Being seen as healthy and pure the key strengths for olive oil

Lack of awareness of attributes of rapeseed and avocado oils

More than nine in 10 buy butter or spreads
Figure 42: Types of butter and spreads bought in the last 3 months, July 2017

A quarter have bought at least three types of spreads in the last three months
Figure 43: Number of different types of butter and spreads bought in last 3 months, July 2017

Younger appeal of spreadable butter

“Buttery taste” an important purchase driver

Nearly eight in 10 buy edible oils
Figure 44: Types of edible liquid oils and solid oils/fats bought in the last 3 months, July 2017

Nearly half of people buy more than one type
Figure 45: Number of different types of edible oils bought in last 3 months, July 2017

Vegetable, olive and sunflower oils dominate

Being spreadable from fridge and favourite taste most important
Figure 46: Factors influencing choice of butter/spread for spreading, July 2017

Being lower in fat also an important consideration

No artificial ingredients another selling point

Less frying and buying of bread bad for market
Figure 47: Usage and buying behaviour in relation to yellow fats and edible oils, July 2017

Has the home baking bubble burst?

Meeting demand for versatility and quality in edible oils

The Consumer – What You Need to Know
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Buying of Edible Oils
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Usage and Buying Behaviour
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Three in 10 would pay more to support British farmers
Figure 48: Product attributes worth paying more for, July 2017

Higher animal welfare standards can also add value

Health benefits justify a price premium for a fifth of buyers

Details of regional origin can increase appeal
Figure 49: Attitudes towards butter/spreads and edible oils, July 2017

Small bottles or packs can encourage experimentation

Olive oil seen as the most healthy edible oil
Figure 50: Correspondence analysis: perceptions of different types of edible oils, July 2017

Figure 51: Perceptions of different edible oils, July 2017

Being seen as healthy and pure the key strengths of olive oil
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Figure 65: Leading manufacturers’ sales and shares in the UK retail margarine and spreads market, by value and volume, 2015/
16-2016/17
Figure 66: Leading brands’ sales and shares in the UK retail cooking fats market, by value and volume, 2015/16-2016/17

Figure 67: Leading manufacturers’ sales and shares in the UK retail cooking fats market, by value and volume, 2015/16-2016/17
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